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Planning, Policies and the Property Developer

I am neither a planner nor lawyer but I intend to offer you a perspective on the planning system
gleaned from three and a half years as Chief Executive of the British Property Federation and prior
to that as a civil servant at the Ministry of Defence where planning and land use were often of vital
importance to the Armed Forces and their ability to train in peacetime for their war time role.

I shall look at planning from three angles:

1. the government
2. the development community
3. the planning authorities

Government

There is a tendency to talk about ‘‘Government’’ as if it is one homogeneous entity. It is not. It
is made up of a whole lot of different Departments and interests that are organised into their own
separate ‘‘stove-pipes’’. Joined-up Government is actually very difficult and that means that when
things go wrong it is usually ‘‘cock-up’’ and not conspiracy.

There are a number of political factors that affect the effectiveness of planning:

ž Two major departments of state take a very different view of the planning process. The
Treasury thinks the planning system is too slow and hampers the UK’s competitiveness.
The ODPM thinks planning is a good thing that just needs some sensible reform to make
it better.

ž John Prescott, who is hugely sincere, well meaning and determined to deliver a better
planning system to support his Sustainable Communities agenda but who is not always on
quite the right track. This is the man who famously said ‘‘It’s great to be back on terra
cotta’’, and ‘‘the Green Belt is a Labour policy and we intend to build on it’’. But seriously,
reforming the planning system requires more than just sincerity and good intentions. And
it is not helped by the rapid change of planning Ministers—four in less than four years!

ž A Sustainable Communities agenda that has been hi-jacked by housing when actually what
we need are balanced communities with industrial/business development to support a local
economy—and not just sprawling housing estates.

ž A central Government machine that cannot make up its mind how far it is prepared to go
in telling local Government what it wants. Instead of having the courage to be firm on
those issues which should be mandated centrally, it issues guidance and hopes. . .

ž A central Government that is obsessed with targets even when it has been shown time and
time again that such targets lead to perverse behaviour, e.g. local authorities turning down
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planning applications simply in order to meet their 13 week target and so earn their slice of
PDG.

The Development Community

Like Government this is not a homogeneous group. There are:

ž long term owners and investors in property.
ž the developer/trader who wants in and out as quickly as possible.
ž the business for whom property is not their principal activity but who need to develop their

accommodation in order to expand their business.

The development community feels that it is generally misunderstood. It is true they want to make a
profit out of what they do but there is nothing wrong with that—same for all businesses. Moreover,
their profit motive is not always for themselves—but for their investors who may well be pension
funds and institutions who are charged with making the best return on the savings of ordinary people.

The development community’s defence is based around the following:

ž Property ownership and development is a risky business. For all the companies that are
visibly successful, there are plenty more that fail.

ž Developers do not always make big profits—there are plenty of imponderables in a scheme
that militate against that.

ž Developers’ pockets are not bottomless pits that can afford to finance every local authority
demand from affordable housing to community art.

ž Developers do not set out to produce bad buildings or make bad planning applications (why
they do is a matter for another time. . .)

ž Developers do want to consult the community and hopefully get them on side—although
they do get deeply frustrated about the amount of time that can take and the absence of any
sensible time constraints.

ž And, most of all, developers want an efficient planning system (indeed, unlike the Treasury,
they see value in good planning that does not leave building and development as a
free-for-all!). But what developers want from the planning system is:

ž not necessarily speed, but certainty and predictability;
ž rationality;
ž continuity (not being at the whim of changes in political make-up of Councils);
ž and not to be taken for a ride.

The Planning Authorities

The problems that beset local Government do not affect just the planning system:

ž the quality of the people—there seem to be less and less able people willing to give up their
time to be local Councillors;

ž they are often not willing/able to take difficult local decisions;
ž they are beset by an ever growing number of increasingly vociferous and well-organised

interest groups;
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ž there is a strong tendency towards NIMBYism (or BANANAS), particularly in the South
East;

ž and the relationship between local and central Government seems to be one of mistrust,
tainted by continual arguments over central versus local finance.

There are some excellent examples of successes that have come out of local government, usually
based around great leadership and real and trusting partnership between public and private sector and
these have led to some brilliant schemes in a number of our cities.

But it is undoubtedly the case that the officers in the local planning authorities who are expected to
bear the brunt of reforming the planning system are:

ž under resourced and consequently. . .
ž cannot attract and retain good people;
ž tend, for obvious reason, to concentrate on development control rather than strategic,

spatial planning;
ž suffering from initiative overload;
ž striving to meet daft, centrally imposed targets;
ž often not listened to by members;
ž and over burdened by the new Planning Act with its requirement for a plan led system,

greater involvement of the community and the preparation of a vast number of strategies
on everything from s.106 requirements to sustainability.

So what are my conclusions?

ž We need to see central Government work out its relationship with local government and
decide what it needs to control and what it doesn’t (the management theory text books used
to call it tight/loose) and then having worked out the bits that it is important for central
government to mandate, enforce them rigorously and leave local authorities to get on with
the rest.

ž Where, however, time and effort can be saved by having a centrally provided framework e.g.
sustainability, s.106 agreements, let central government provide it once and local authorities
be required to use it.

ž Given the imbalance between demand and supply in the planning system and given the
unlikelihood of the government increasing the supply, the demand must be managed by
taking minor development applications out of the system.

ž What is left in the system must then be resourced properly.
ž Local officials and members must receive at least basic training in commercial realism—aka

development economics.
ž Local authorities who do not face up to their responsibility to take difficult planning

decisions (and who pass it up the line to the Planning Inspectorate) should be penalised. But
they also need to understand that they cannot please everybody all the time!

ž There needs to be provision for community involvement but it cannot be limitless. There
need to be boundaries and timetables cf the Woolf reforms of the civil justice system.

ž The Government should not go anywhere near PGS/DLT which will cause a massive
distraction from the real task in hand.

ž Get rid of the current range of absurd targets and replace with something simpler that
recognises that dealing with 60 per cent of major applications within 13 weeks is not
necessarily much consolation if you happen to be one of the 40 per cent!
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A final thought. . .

The planning system is one of the few parts of our country’s governance (indeed I can’t think of any
other) that involves law, business, the community and government (both central and local).

This makes for a potent mix and there needs to be a set of sensible, well understood rules that govern
the relationship between those four areas and keeps all the parties in balance. At the moment, we are
in the middle of a serious re-working of the rules and I can’t help but fear that the balance has been
upset. We need our politicians to take some tough decisions to restore the balance.
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